specializing in Asian-specific surgery, board-certified plastic surgeons Drs. Peter Lee and Ben Lee, along with facial plastic surgeon Dr. Denise Wong, have perfected their techniques of creating natural-looking refinements for patients seeking aesthetic enhancements. The physicians at WAVE Plastic Surgery Center continue to stay abreast of the latest surgical techniques and offer an array of treatments. "We pride ourselves on being able to provide a wide variety of services, from surgical to nonsurgical," says Dr. Lee. "Because we have a large practice, we have the capacity to research and invest in cutting-edge technology and equipment, which translates to better patient service and results."

1. WHAT ARE YOU BEST KNOWN FOR?
We specialize in Asian blepharoplasty and rhinoplasty. Our physicians periodically travel to Asia to acquire the latest surgical techniques. We have also developed relationships with "sister" hospitals in China and Korea, with whom we exchange our knowledge and skills.

2. HOW DO YOU MANAGE PATIENT EXPECTATIONS?
With honesty and sincerity. You have to be open and honest when giving advice on an elective procedure. If you don't think you can achieve a patient's expectations, you have to be able to tell them.

3. WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT YOUR PROFESSION?
The gratification of having made a positive impact on our patients' lives.

4. HOW HAS YOUR PRACTICE GROWN?
We are excited about the opening of a new office in Costa Mesa, set to open soon.

5. WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST MEMORABLE PATIENT REACTION?
A good hearty smile.

6. WHY DO YOU EMPLOY A LESS-IS-MORE PHILOSOPHY?
Especially in Asian aesthetic surgery, the difference between an excellent result and a merely good result can be extremely narrow. Most of our patients want to preserve the fundamental characteristics of their ethnicity. They just want things to be a little more refined or rejuvenated, but they do not want to look like a different person, or like someone from a different ethnic group.

We aim to deliver natural-looking results in the most comfortable and safe environment.